WHAT’S NEW AT LESA
FEBRUARY 2020

Join us for the 11th Annual Industry-Academia Days
‘How do we get to SMART Cities?’
April 1 - 2, 2020
Hilton Garden Inn – Troy, New York
Click here to register

Top and Trending Stories
- 11th Annual Industry-Academia Days Speakers Announced
- Engineered Solutions for Circadian Function & Human Centric Lighting

Awards
- $2.8m DOE Contract Awarded to LESA for Innovative Buildings 2020
- NSF iCorps Grant Awarded to LESA for Market Research for Occupancy Tracking for Healthcare with the Patient Safety & Protection System (PSPS)

5 Full-Time UG Arch Stay Researchers Working On
- Biosensing
- Hospital Testbed — Patient Safety & Protection System (PSPS)
- Sensor Fusion
- Next generation of LESA “pods” ARPAe
- XYZ spectral mapping system (plant lighting)

Let LESA Help You With
- Procurement Operations
- IP Support
- Industry Engagement & Networking
- Engineering Support
- Program Management
- Research Proposals
- URP Management
- Promotion of Research to 3,000+ contacts and media outlets

Recent Publications & Conference Proceedings
- Bob Karlicek - DOE Lighting Workshop: Presented poster on GLASE and hosted LESA table (San Diego, CA)
- Bob Karlicek - Invited Talk at Strategies in Light ‘The end of the SSL Revolution, or is it the Beginning?’ (San Diego, CA)
- Tom Little (Boston University) - Presented at Strategies in Light during Practical Issues in the Deployment of Current and Future of LiFi Systems session (San Diego, CA)

Send us your publications and conference proceedings

Your Work Here!
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